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About This Game

Thetaball is an authentic digital sport with challenging, physics-based gameplay and lifelike AI. Each of the game's 256 robotic
players is a distinct individual, created by a process of simulated evolution; because the bots have co-evolved within a complex

physical environment -- both cooperating with and competing against one another -- their behaviors are diverse, robust, and
lifelike. The end result is a game with all the challenge and re-playability of a real-world sport.

In the single-player game, your task is to field a team of robotic athletes in order to advance through a series of progressively
more challenging leagues, earning as many coins as you can along the way. You can remotely control any of the bots on your

team, or let them play on their own.

In the local-multiplayer game, 2-8 players choose up sides, with AI-controlled bots filling in the empty slots.

About the Engine

Generator is a specialized 2D game engine based on Evolutionary Robotics, a technique for the automated creation of
simulated robots. The engine provides a C++ framework for generating populations of such robots and deploying them in a

completed game. It also includes a heavily optimized, glitch-free physics module for simulating the environments in which the
robots interact and evolve. Thetaball is the first game built on the Generator engine; more are planned.

Some Thetaball Features

A true physical (not statistical) simulation -- outcomes are determined not by "rolling dice" but by the actual physical
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interactions between players.

Lifelike AI -- every bot is a distinct individual with its own unique style of play.

Extensive single-player game -- earn coins, develop your team, and advance through the leagues.

Exciting couch multiplayer with up to 8 players -- a great party game!

Play with a gamepad or mouse.

Bet on individual matches or buy in to a tournament.

Slow motion replays.

Ultra-smooth animation.

Monitor your coins with a variety of financial reports.

Dozens of practice drills.

Physics-based procedural sound.
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Title: Thetaball
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Tim Sheehan
Publisher:
Tim Sheehan
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Storage: 48 MB available space

English
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+ Allows for plenty of creativity
+ Takes place in an attractive art gallery
+ Excellent choice of stencils
+ Easy to select the right color
+ Can share the art with other people
+\/- Hard to get your positioning right, but perhaps that becomes easier with practice

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/5OyXIRmbWFM. Amazing stuff! Need more like this!. Energy
mechanic in a paid game. Enough said.. This game was really intense. Even though the story concept wasn't so in-depth. The
environment made it appealing. It's a good little game that's good for a few scares. But don't expect too much from it.. Review
originally posted here[www.backlog-assassins.net].

9/10

This is the best hidden object game I’ve ever played.

Now, it’s not like I’ve played a ton of them. At this point I’d say I’d played at least a dozen, maybe closer to twenty, and I have
another half-dozen to play. But this one… oh. This one is so good.

Going from playing an older Artifex Mundi game to this really brings into focused how much it had matured as a company.
Everything is better. The art, the 3D models and simulations, the story, the experience direction w/r/t level design and tone and
pacing. The voice acting! That One Lady returns as the lead but holy♥♥♥♥♥♥when she emotes, she EMOTES.This character
also delivers the most badass line uttered in any hidden object game, and it’s right up there among badass game lines in any
genre: ‘I’m coming for you, Preacher. You’d better say a prayer… for yourself.’ Jesus christ, right?

Like, this game opens on your plane crashing and you struggle to not get sucked out of the cockpit. Artifex Mundi grabbed the
boundaries with what is standard with 2D experiences and shoved them down some stairsteps. There was such a fluidity in this
game, such a level of detail. There are a dozen or more hidden object scenes and you only play through each one once!!! That’s
crazy!
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For 49 cents, this game does exactly what you'd expect a flash game to do. It's cute, although I wish what was advertised in some
of the drama of the ads actually made it into the game - the ads are more humorous than the gameplay itself. Some clever
cutscenes between levels would have taken this thing to cult-epic level, which I kind of expected based on the previews and was
disappointed not finding.

In terms of the gameplay itself, overall it handles fine for what you're doing. I wish there was more variance in enemy design
and some of the movements borderline on cheeseball in terms of a manufactured difficulty based on luck rather that difficulty
based more on skill, which hits at the core gameplay. It felt like a slightly out of balance arcade game, which is fine, but could
have been mitigated easily without adding any real production cost.

Cute game, fun way to drink a couple of beers and kill a couple of hours. And then likely never play again. As long as you're in
specifically for just that level of experience, then that's what you get here. 25 cents an hour sounds about right for the price..
Although everyone does not seem to rate this game, i do quite enjoy this game. Its fun for the odd spare 20 mins you may have..
2fps all the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing time when im trying to play the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game. Tiara comes
from the Compile Hearts game Fairy Fencer F, a game with the same character designer. This makes her the first character
from another game to appear in the series. Tiara's Voice Actor is Kaori Ishihara. Strangely, she acts like Welsh Cocott (Mugen
Souls) and Ram too. Tiara is the first and so far only character outside of the Neptunia series with a HDD form. After activating
it, it is listed as Fury. Unlike others with an HDD form she does not change physically. She gains silver HDD accessory pieces
with pink accenting.. Very fun little game to spend some time with your friends, but has almost no content, just 2 different maps
with the same elements (crates and walls), and only 3 different upgrades. I would love to see more creative maps like we had on
the classic bomberman.. This game became super addicting. I found this out due to my firned owning it on his xbox one, and I
played it until 3 in the morning. I beat all 10 levels in a couple hours, and it was super fun to do. I recommend this game to all,
but make sure to grab a couple friends and take turns, it gets really intense!. Does not work for DK2.............
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